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Phenomenological Effects
(Note: Appendix "D" offers further suggestions of questions and actions.)

Plateau or Ceiling Effect - The client has achieved a degree of improvement which has over the course of
several sessions remained unchanged or flat indicating that the client may have achieved the maximum
benefit of the service at that time, with that therapist, using that approach, with that specific problem. The
overall improvement of the client may represent a change in status to the functional category and may or
may not fit the criteria for improvement or recovery.

Bleeding - The client reports a deterioration of functioning as indicated by a gradual regression of scores
over the course of several sessions.

Peaks and Drops - An unusual slope of rapid improvement or deterioration from one session to another
and/or significant deviation from an expected trajectory. peaks and drops (also known as ,,potholes,,) 

may
represent specific events, emotional states, and situations, and not necessarily reflect an overall period of
time (e.9., since the last session, over the past week, etc.). ln the event of a peak or drop, further risk
assessment may be indicated. Significant changes in scores-both peaks and drops-from one session to
another may also necessitate more deliberate action on the part of the therapist and may place the
client(s) at higher risk of negative outcome and dropout.

Cycling ("see sau/') - A pattern of fluctuation in outcome scores usually in the form of peaks and drops
over the course of several sessions. There are three common types of cycling patterns, scores that
fluctuate: 1) along a line; 2) downward; and 3) upward. The firsttwo cycling patterns are the most
concern.

Dependence r Therapy that extends beyond six sessions and is characterized by persistent high alliance
ratings by the client and no improvement in outcome.
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Appendix "C"

Questions for lnviting Client Feedback

ln I nitial Sessions/Meetinqs/Appointments/lnteractions:

r What is most important for us to talk about?
o What is most important for me to know about you and/or your situation/coneern?
. Are there certain things that you want to be sure we talk about?
r What do you want to be sure that we discuss during our time together?
. What ideas do you have about how services and/or seeing me might be helpful?
r ln what ways do you see me as being helpful to you in reaching your goalslachieving the change you

desire?
o What do you feellthink you need from me right now?
. How can I be helpfulto you right now?
e How will you know the services we're offering are right for you? What will be different?
. What do you see as my role in helping you with your concern?
r What, in your estimation, do workers who are helpful do with their clients?

"Checkinq ln" as Sessions/MeetinqsiAopointEentsllnteractions Proqress:

. Have you felt heard and understood?
o Do you fuel/think we're talking about what you want to talk about?
. Have we been working on what you want to work on?
o How has the sessicn been for you so far?
o Are we moving in a direction that seems right for you?
e What has the conversation we've been having been like for you?
. What has been helpfulor unhelpful?
o Are there other things that you feel/think we should be discussing instead?
. ls there anything I should have asked that I have not asked?
. How satisfied are you with how things are going so far on a scale from 1 to 10, 10 meaning you are

completed satisfied with things?
r Are there any changes we should make at this point?
r At this point, how has what l've been doing been for you?
. ls there anything I should be doing differently?
o To what degree has what we've been doing met your expectations for services so far?

At the End of SessionsiMeetinqs/Appointmentsllnteractions:

' How was the session/meeting/appointment for you?
r What was helpful or unhelpful?
. Did we talk about what you wanted to talk about?
r Did we work on what you wanted to work on?
r How was the pace of our conversation/session/meeting?
r Was there anything missing from our sessionlmeeting/appointment?
o ls there anything I should have asked that I did not ask?
o ls the way we approached your concern/situation fitting with the way you expect change to occur?
. Are there any changes you would recommend if we were to meet again?
r Did you feel heard and understood?
. ls there anything you would need me to do differently if we were to meet again?
r How would explain your experience today to others who may be curious?
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Appendix "D"

Further Follow-Up Questions and Actionsa

When Clients Report lmprovement
Seek to amplify reported change and improvernent and explore ways in which that change can be further
developed and extended into the future.

Questions
r What have you noticed that has (minimally) changed with your concern/problem/self/situation?
r What specifically seems to be going better?
. Who first noticed that things had changed?
. Who else noticed the change?
. When did you first notice that things had changed (even a little)?
r What did you notice happening?
r How did the change happen?
r What in your view influenced the change (for example, family, culture, spirituality)?
. What specifically did you find worked for you?
r What did you do?
. How did you do that?
o How did you get yourself to do that (ust a little)?
. How did you get that to happen?
o How was that different than before?
. How did that help you?
o Where did you get the idea to do it that way?
o What did you tell yourself?
r How is that you have been able face so many challenges and not lose sight of (X)?
. Who are you such that you've been able to {X)?r What does the fact that you've been able to face up to (X) say about you?
o What kind of person are you that you've been able to overcome (X)?
. Where did the wherewithalcome from to (X)?

When Clients Reports are Ambiguous or Vaque
Revisitthe alliance to see if modifications may be helpful. Focus on questions that help to clarify client
reports search for minimal changes and differences if needed.

Questions
. ln terms of our work together, what has been helpful or unhelpful? ln what way{s)?
. Are there other things that you feel/think we should he discussing instead?
r ls there anything I should haVe asked that I haven't asked?
r What, if anything, anything has been overlooked?
r How satisfied are you with how things are going so far on a scale from 1 to 10, 10 meaning you

are completely satisfied with things?
. What changes, if any, should be made at this point?
. What, if anything, should I be doing differently?
o ls the way we've approached your concern/situation fitting with the way you expect change to

occur?
r ls there a way to approach your situation that we haven't yet considered?
. What, if anything, has been missing from our sessions?
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. The last time we met you mentioned that you were feelinglexperiencing/thinking (description)'

You commented that you had (symptoms, negative reactions, thoughts)' Tell me a little bit about

what has happened since our last session.
. How have things been in relation to the last time we met?
. What's been different since our last meeting?
. What's your sense about how things are going now as compared to last time?
o The last time we met, you mentioned that on a scale of 1 to 10, things were at a 5. Where would

you say things are todaY?
. What have you noticed about your situation that's beenlust a little surpising, in a good way?

e How did you get that to happen iust a little bit?
o What has been minimally better that could have otherwise gone unnoticed?
. What's something sma// that indicates to you that maybe things will turn the corner?
o What does noticing that do for you?
. What else have you noticed?

No Chanqe or Deterioration
Re\risit tfre illiance to ensure it is on track and discuss with client possible options including revision of
goals and/or the approach being used, intensification of therapy, change of therapists, or referral.

Therapists should also seek supervision or consultation.

Actions
a

a

a

Discuss the here-and-now relationship with the client.
Ask for feedback about the therapeutic relationship.
Create space and allow the client to assert any negative feelings about the therapeutic
relationship.
Engage in conversations about the client's expectations and preferences.

Discuss the match between the therapist's style and the client's preferred ways of relating.

Spend more time learning about the client's experience in therapy.
Discuss shared experiences.
Readdress the agreement established about goals and tasks to accomplish those goals.

Reframe the meaning of tasks or goals and/or modify them in order to create a better fit with the
client.
Accept responsibility for (therapist's) part in alliance ruptures.
Normalize the client's responses by letting him or her know that talking about concerns, facing
challenges, taking action, and/or therapy in general can be difficult.
Provide rationale for techniques and methods.
Attend closely to subtle clues (e.9., nonverbal behaviors, patterns such as one-word answers)
that may indicate a problem with the alliance.
Offer more positive feedback and encouragement (except when the client communicates either
verbally or nonverbally that this is not a good match).
Engage in further supervision and/or training.

a

a

a

a

a

a

Questions
o How have you managed to keep things the same?
o What specifically has been worse? How so?
. How has things getting worse affected you?
. What is one thing that you've noticed about your concern that tells you things haven't gotten

completely out of hand?
. What prevented things from deteriorating even further?
o How did you do that?
. Who specifically did what?
o How did that help?
. How might you get that to happen in the future?
. What kind of help from others, if any, do you need to ensure that that happens?
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. What else might helP in the future?
o What is a step tfrat you can take after leaving here today that might help things to get back on

track (or keep them from slipping again)?

o What do you need to set that in motion?
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